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President replaced due to post-election grades
Peek backs away
from SGA office,

stipulation limelight
"\ am a broken soldier, my
spirit is broken" -Peek
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
President-elect Marc Anthony Peek will not be allowed to
take an official student government office at Tennessee State
University. He came close last spring, when he was elected as presi

(Left) Marc Anthony Peek last winter, as a soldier for the TIME IS NOW STUDENT
MOVEMENT. (Right) Christopher Berry, who will soon be inaugurated as president of

dent of the Student Government Association.

the Student Government Association for 2000-01.

However, at the end of the spring semester, his grades pre
vented him from passing posi-certificalion requirements, and now,
runner-up Christopher Berry w/Jl take the helm.

Many say he was elected because of his outspoken attitude
and representation of TSU's stipulation of settlement, but Peek said
he was backing down from the attention he has garnered as an activist
in the past as well as his elected office.
"I am a broken soldier," he said. "My spirit is broken."
He also said that he finds it difficult to be seen on campus
because of his mistakes, and feels the pressure every time he is
approached by those who elected him.
"I know how much faith the people had in me," he said. "I

PHOTO BY JOHN ]. CARROLL

Berr}^ ready for actiofi^ sets ^

inauguration date for Aug. 3^

Peek says he failed post-certification requirements with two
"D" grades; one in the History of the English language, the other in
Logic and Critical Thinking. He is the first to admit that grades were

not a priority last spring.
"Last year my focus was Tennessee State University," Peek
said. "My focus was the stipulation of settlement...! deemed that

more Important than myself."
The stipulation of settlement requiresTSU to increase its enroll
ment of white and other non-black students.

"I want people who are interested m

\y Henderson Hill HI
'Community View Writer
Christopher Berry will be inaugurated
IS the new Student Government Association

hate that I let them down."

COURTESY OF CHRISTOPHER BERRY

)residentThursday, Aug. 31, at 5:30 p.m. on the
iawn of President Hefner's home.

Berry is tlie second president to be

installed as a runner-up in the last two years,
ifter the initially-elected President was dislissed because of failing to meet post-certificaion requirements.
He believes this will help people to
tot make the same mistake of failing to meet
30St-certificatlon requirements.

See "Grades" on page 2

being SGA president to come and talk to me"'
more," Berry said. "I think if people are inter
ested in running for SGA president they should
know about priorities and history of the office."
Berry said that individuals w.ho
become SGA president should also keep in
mind they should not allow extracurricular

activities tointerfere with their success as pre^
ident.

Although Berry was not originally
elected as president, he .says he still would have,
found a way to be involved with the SGA by •;
running for a representative-at-largc position.
Sf.

See "Berry" on Page 2

Car crash leaves one TSU student dead, another "satisfactory"
By Mia D. McNeil
Editor in chief
A car accident involving two
Tennessee Stale University students has
left one dead and the other In serious con

from Memphis for the first day of classes
last Friday. The car driven by Gatewood
was approximately 15 miles outside of
Nashville when it was hit from behind by
another vehicle. Once hit, the car.pro
ceeded to flip on the expressway.
Stewart, in the passenger seat,

dition at Vanderbilt UniversityHospital in

was killed and Gatewood was taken to

Nashville.

Vanderbilt University Hospital;" -

Demetrius D. Stewart, 21 and
Naaman Gatewood, 20. both from

Memphis, were traveling back to TSU

At fHctcv press time, Gatewood, a

junior, was upgraded from serious to sat
isfactory condition.

A candlelight vigil sponsored by the
SGA was held on Monday at 9 p.m.al the
ampitheater.
His friend Jessica Davis, a junior,
says that it was important to Stewart to
make it to his 21st birthday.

killed.
Stewart

was

easily recogniz
able by his profes-.

sional ba|^^tball.
jersey, oversized

"He was raised in an enviomment

shorts, a baseball

where people didn't make it to 21," she
said. "He always said it was important to

cap always turned

him to make it."

knee-high
socks.
But Chanda Santiago, Stewart's former

Stewart, a junior, had turned 21 on
July 23, only a month before he was

to the back and

Stewart

See "TSU" on page 2
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Grades prove fatal for Peek in post-certification days
From Paee 1

Although Peek did not decide to run for office

Peek said. "I don't want the student body to
be broken... I'd like the student body to stand
behind the representatives they elected to rep

until less than a month before the elections, he was by
no means unknown before his campaign.
Peek was active in student leadership as the
founderof the Time is NowStudent Movement, which

Although he says he was asked by TSU
President James A. Hefner to "back away"

began Oct. 1 to address the stipulation issue.

from stipulation issues because of the bad

The organization sparked controversy and negative

resent them."

publicity and his own desire to back away

publicity for the university last winter as members dis

from the limelight because he let his fellow

guised their faces with white paint and brandished pick

students down, he sees himself as a "free

et signs protesting the stipulation of settlement at the
annual Martin LuUier King Day march atTSU.

agent," to be used for assistance by any and
all who need him.

The SGA president-elect was also active in the*

"I will continue to stand on what I feel is

Concerned Student Association, a like-minded group on

right, and I will continue to empower my

campus, and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.

peers to the best of my ability," Peek said.
PHOTOS BY JONATHAN GRAY
"Regardless of what happens, I am still in
thanksgiving to my creator.
Marc Peek(left) and Chris Berry in the days before the april

Despite his drastic differences with the new admin-

-istcition, headed by runner-up Christopher Berry, Peek

God knows what is best... God has a election and post certification woes. Berry will beinaugu-

encourages alTsludents-to follow their officials.

"WithChris, theSGA's goingto do a fantastic job,"

, and I'm just filling in the pieces
pieces."-

i
a..^ 31.
oi
rated on the President's lawn
on Aug.

Berry plans for future of the new SGA
f

eath remembered

From Page 1

^om Page 1

I

He also said he would have stood
behind the SGA even if he had not

told

^friend sayN that he was also eas- I

1

been elected president, because

overcome

not doing so would defeat the pur

obstacles, but the

pose of him supporting a studentbased organization.
"I had to just lake the sum
mer off and pray about it," Berry

best is yet to come."
in that sentiment,
but says work is

said. "1 would still be involved in

needed to ovetcomc

Other leadership positions, such as

these obstacles.

lly recognized by his good-hearted

^

"He was

happy person. He

and always sincere. Me^
jyould always put you before him?>V)C vaid.

H As vSantiago.

c*

Tennesseun
in the 1999

100 Black Men and various things

gjhnessean, Stewart would often

in my church."
Berry said that his views on

miitor,

addressed

galk her home from the student
,,3
Pnter after long nights of both of^^'fiwood
iiem working on the yetirbook, she as the assisuinl yearbotj

rtor at that titne. and he as asports writer.

•

lost with 554 votes to Marc

jiiirmg his tenure at I'SU.

was able to see more from the

1
He liad plans to iryout for die Tigers Football team duriiJ
;ffie summer, but decided to go home to Memphis for the suitI
mer instead.
|

^ Perhaps the mo.st telling aspect about Stevvail comes frai|
;&s mofher, Anita Slewail.. "He never gave me aday's lroi|
Ij^e." she said. "He was just good."-

I

At Wht Jleter's press time, funeral arrange

Anthony Peek's 596 votes.
"I am more prepared since I

1165 Airways Boulevard
Memphis, TN 38114.

many

3

He still believes

"We needed to

redefine our purpose
and raise Tennessee

need to remind peo
ple what their roles
are as SGA mem

outside before I was president."

bers, and by spread
ing the word of

Berry said that he realized that the

structure to fresh

SGA needed more structure by

men and by planting

amplifying the roles of committee

seeds."

members.

He says he believes in mak
ing the SGA vision unified.
Berry wants the members of
SGA to have a shared vision with

ments for Stewart were not finalized. However, the student body.
"Being of one
students may send their condolences to:
MJ Edward Funeral Home

student

the presidency have changed State University to
since he went through the process another
level,"
of running for president, which he Berry said. "We

Sports was apassion for Stewart at TSU.
I
S Not only was he a spoils wntcr for the yearbook, but ij

j|articipaled in the intranuirai basketball and football ieaguJ

the

body, "Yes, we have

accord and
sharing ideas is one of my overall
goals for the year," he said.
Such things as a community
service project for the entire cam
pus in the fall and a Million-

PHOTO COURTESYOF CHRISTOPHER BERRY

Atypical Berry SGA2000-0X: President Chnstopher Beny

speech includes sev- f
Apnl Frazier are ready
eral motivational begin the school year.
inspiration and acronyms.

For example, describing the

Vanderbilt Hospital
Rm. 6431

Nashville, TN 37240.

"If it touched one person, it

SGA office as S- erving , G-' made a difference," he said,
iving, and A- chieving was one of "Different is good.
Berry
Berry'ss
most
most
recognizable
acronyms during the April elec
tions.

He says the use of acronyms
is just a personal touch he likes to

Person March for Historically

Gatewood may receive get-well wishes at:

audience.

use in his speeches. Berry
Black Colleges and Universites in believes in crowd participation,
the spring.
He says he believes in ideas

repeat a chant at the election rally

from seniors to freshmen.

last semester.

whichis why he had the freshmen

Before the Student Election

Berry says this is his way to

Commission week in April, Berry

convey his hidden messages tohis

And the
the new
new SGA
.SGA president
And
urges people to continue to ask
questions, know that the SGA

door is always open, and to build
instead of tear down.

"If you tear down, come with
better ideas," he said.-

eter

Titans owner presents $100,000 to TSU foundation
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
"Bud" K.S. Adams, owner of the

Tennessee Titans football team, present
ed a gift of .$100,000 to the Tennessee

State
University
Foundation's
Scholarship Fund this summer at the
20lh Annual Foundation Dinner.

With his wife, Nancy, Adams was
the special honorce at the event, which
raised a total of $500,000 for TSU.
"Tonight, we stand side-by-side to

being young people to the banquet of
life." Adams said as he delivered the
check

to TSU

President James

A.

Hefner. "We are giving them the oppor
tunity to taste the fruits of knowledge, to
sample the joys of learning and prosper
ing from their knowledge. Their pros
perity will benefit us all."
This is not the first interaction
between the Titans franchise and TSU.

In addition to the training camps
thai were held in the now-retired Hale

Stadium in 1997 and 1998, the two foot

ball teams are joint tenants in the stateof-the-art Adelphia Coliseum.*

PHOTO COURTESYOF TSU PUBLIC RELATIONS

Bud Adams (center) is presented with a portrait by Malinda Trick Chandler (right) atthe Tennessee State

University Foundation Dinner, at which he presented TSU President James A. Hefner with $100,000.

New dean appointed to College of Arts & Sciences
Lawson brings experience and knowledge from around the globe
ing a desire "to return to teaching, Sciences, the university's largest college, College of Arts and Sciences because he
research and writing and allow for new where he implemented baccalaureate pro- wants achance to "dialogue with staff and
leadership," he said in the April 20 edition grams in health information management students," so they can share a vision for

By Mia D. McNeil
Editor in Chief
A Guinean proverb that hangs on the
wall of Dr. William Lawson says, "He
who does not cultivate his field will die of

hunger."
As new dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, Lawson is determined for
TSU arts and sciences students to be well

prepared for life after college.
"I want for students to use TSU's

education, not just to earn a living, but to

improve the human condition," he said.
After a nearly eight-month search,a
TSU committee chose the Lafayette, Ala.,

native to replace former arts and sciences
dean, Bobby Lovett. Lovett resigned
from his position last yearon Aug. 17cit-

of ®I)B iFletcr.

"I was

very

impressed

with

(Lawson)," said Dr. Donald Page, a mem-

and occupational therapy and a masters
• • • therapy.
•
.
degree program •in physical

the college.
However, he said that he is "person-

^Although accomplishing_ much at ally committed to quality assurance and

ber of the search committee to fill the
position. "He
"He was
was at the top
top ofmy
of my list."
list.

chair ofthe Alabama Council of Deans of

ASU, including being the immediate past the best instruction possible."

His goal is for students to be able to

Lawson isan active member ofmany

Arts and Sciences, he says he was ready

communicate effectively; have apprecia-

organizations, including Alpha Kappa for a change and decided TSU was the tion for the world in areas such as history,
Delta International Sociological Honor
Society, Phi Delta Kappa Professional

" him.
••
social sciences and natural sciences;
right direction for
He said he wanted to experience new manipulate data and think critically.

Fraternity in Education and Pi Gamma

challenges at a larger institution with

Mu Social Science Honor Society.

more resources and make, a difference.

After gaining his B.A., M.A., and
Ph.D. degrees

"I was extremely impressed with

in sociology from TSU and with the quality of faculty. The

Knoxville College, Atlanta University
and Iowa State University respectively,

"I want students to take what they
learn to the community and be defined by

their ability.
Lawson may be contacted in the

campus infrastructure is marvelous and I College of Arts and Sciences office at
was very impressed by students and their 963-5971, on the first floor of the

Lawson became the dean of Alabama questions," he said. Lawson says that he
State' University's college of Arts and is hesitant to discuss his plans for the

Graduate building.*

The Tennessean yearbook is now accepting
applications for various positions.
Come by The Tennessean^s office in Kean Hall, Suite 304, or call editor
Chanda Santiago at 963-5036.
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^ From where I sit: Twice is not nice

Cfje iWeter

Mia D.
McNeil

welcomes all\
Ireshmen and

Yes, ®ljc fBleter did endorse Marc
Peek, and aside from the academic

HSHkm
Usually, I take this opportunity to

aspect, I still think that he is the right per
son for the job, but my opinion, in this

welcome the incoming freshmen and
new students to the university, but this

What's done is done and done equals

time I think my topic is more important
than a welcome.

As you have read, for the second

lime in two years, an SGApresident-elect

returning

has been ousted from office because of
academic performance.

Would someone please, I am beg
ging, tell me how we, andyes, I do mean
we, allowed this to happen in the highest

S students to

happen again.
Evidently, I was wrong.
Am I the only one who realizes how
embarrassing this is to TSU? I hope not,
because if I am, this will surely happen
again.

student office a second time? Studentvoters who really care about SGA. came
out to vote for the person they wduted as

president, and once again, we have been
let down.

case, doesn't matter.

gone for Peek.

However, let us not be so quick to
think that this is just a presidential prob
lem, many people in lower positions have
been ousted for the same reason.

Don't get me wrong. Holding a
position on this campus is great. I have
had more doors opened to me as editor of
this paper than anyone I know, but the
notoriety is fleeting and will pass while
your education remains.

Everyone's goal is to graduate and
preterabVy on time, not gain a position.

things to let you know that your priorities

This is just another classic example may be skewed about running for an
of how we don't have our priorities in office.

Tennessee

ment and don't.

3. If you have no idea what the term
"post-certification" means, which evi

dently is true for a lot of people, please
leam.

Learn quickly. Write it down.
Commit it to memory. Please.
4. Finally, if you know in your mind

and in your heart that you are not ready to
run, please realize that unlike Cinderella,
there will be no Fairy Godmother to

change your mentality and grades b
midnight.
Now, as for what the SGA will be

likethis year afterthishappening again, I
hasten to speculate, but I will ask you to
refer back to last year and hope that it
will be better.

1 expect good things from the SGA

To keep this from happening again on this year, but I caution them to stay on
any position, I have compiled a list of

I'm sick of it.

not, you say "If I pass this class, I'm
straight," you should not run. You should
be worried about passing the class.
2. If you have a hard time figuring
out if you have enough hours to run for a
position, save yourself the embarrass

their toes. I believe that if the SGA does
that, the students will too.*

order. I thought that after the mess from
1. If at anytime during theprocess of
last year, people would not want that to deciding on whether you should run or

uFrom Where I Stand: Will you have the faith to train?
Baugh

University,

Arts &

I

Bntertainjnent

lEd/tor

College is a big training camp that
prepares you for all of life's difficulties

Have a great

That special day finally came and it was
no surprise to me thatI forgot it all.

As the other reporters and I stood in

The same is true for the Tennessee

training camp.

This summer, I was given the oppor
tunity to attend the Titans' first Student

Media Day at the Baptist Sports Park.
A week before Student Media Day, I
scrambled to leam as much as I could
about football.

God-fearing man.

He always gives God the praise in
everything he does. We often fail to do

the sweltering sun for a few hours, I that and that is when we fail. Before every
thought about the different questions that game Sanders says a prayer.

I could ask the players.

He" said, "I'm depending on Christ

I still came up with nothing.
when I step out on the field."
Finally, after practice was over, we
As a freshman, I observed Tennessee
were able to have the student-Titan press State University and it's surroundings and
conference.

After a tiring practice, Chris Sanders
and triumphs, so what you do here at
(#81, Wide Receiver) took the time to tell
Tennessee State University can either
us about the importance of training camp
help you or hinder you.

Titans and their goals during the seasonal

school year!

I knew the different plays, player main focus ofthis whole camp."
positions and most ofthe football jargon.
It's obvious that Sanders is a very

and what gets him pumped before a game.

"You really have to get your mindset
because you gotta realize that football is
fun, but also it's your job.

"You've got to come in here prepared

I thought I'd never survive.
Well, now as an editor at UTIje iHeter
(andas a graduating senior) I can see TSU

and its surroundings in a totally different
light and I praise God for that.
The people at TSU are wonderful.

And the whole experience is priceless.
Experience is good and plentiful at
Tennessee State University's training

number one. You've got to come in here camp, but will you take the time to seek it,
with your mind focused number two. And obtain it and use it?

get ready to help your team get back to
the Super Bowl. And I think that's the

Will you have faith? •
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Letter to the Editor: Accountability
And we know thai alt things work
together for good to them that love

creator has for me.

mother, mom, aunt and uncle received
while attending TSU.

God, to them who are the called

So until I receive my call, I will
continue to assist my people in over
coming injustice and oppression.

have been taught while attending. I
will continue to love TSU when my

according to the will of God .
(Romans 8:28)

not know exactly what purpose my

son attends our university.
In short, I love TSU and all of the

mic focus.

friends I have been blessed with while

1 was preoccupied with doing
everything to fight against the "stipu

in attendance.

lation of settlement." It is true, 1 was

know the length of time 1 was legally
dead. My revelation was two-fold.
Half of it dealt with my disregard for
obtaining an answer to the question of
how long 1 was legally dead.
As far as Marc Anthony Peek is

forewarned by elders in administra
tion and faculty to allow the universi
ty to be sold to the highest bidder
(UT/TBR/racists). Due to my acade
mic negligence and my seriously
strong desire to preserve the
Agricultural and Industrial State
Normal school's (present-day TSU)
culture and heritage, 1 received poor
grades in two classes.
During my campaign, I stressed
accountability and empowerment. 1
stand as a man, accountable for my
short coming and success. 1 did not
make the post-certification criteria for
SGA president, but you better believe
that 1 will continue to speak truth to

concerned, one-tenth of the time it

power.

takes one heart beat to meet the next is

1 am in full support of the present
SGA and our SGA president. I am

tors pronounced me dead seven days
before. As the doctor continued to

give me a detailed verbal reply of the
medical procedures performed, 1
received a revelation.

My revelation came to me after
the doctor asked me if 1 wanted to

too long. The second half of my reve
lation dealt with my duly to service.
As my great-grandmother would
always say, "Everyone is placed with
in this cardinal realm for a purpose."

When I "flat-lined" and was pro
nounced dead by the doctors, appar
ently I had not served my purpose. So
my creator made an appearance and
denounced the doctors decision. I do

1 love TSU for all the lessons I

2000 academic year, 1 lost my acade

The second semester of the 1999-

In the midst of any situation that
has the possibility to cause spiritual,
mental, emotional or physical harm, I
am reminded of this scripture. I
received this scripture from a minister
in 1996 while recovering from the car
accident that took my life.
Once I regained my conscious
ness, 1 remember being told the doc

Page 5

Wbe Meter

knowing that they will uphold stu
dent's rights and best interests with
the tenacity and urgency warranted. I

will not create any agitation ... unless
I am presented with the need to.
ASHE.

I love TSU for what all of my
great aunts and uncles (four), grand

Staff Writers

I pray you share the same love.
See you next revolution.
(smile)
Marc Anthony Peek

iffleterwel-

Finance Writers

Advertising Assistants

comes Letters to the
Editor from

students, faculty and

Photographers

the entire

TSU community.

Layout and Design
Managers

Please address all
letters to

more than content with the comfort of

dje iHcter is now
accepting
applications for the
following positions:

Copy Editors

Mia McNeil, Editor
in Chief, TSU P.O.
Box 1246^ 3500 John

Come by Vtlje Meter

A. Merritt Blvd.,

office in Kean Hall

Nashville, TN, 37209,

Suite 304 or call Mia

or email to themeter@hotmail.com.

McNeil at 963-7530.

tClie iWetcr is published biweekly and is available free to the Tennessee State University
community. Opinions expressed herein are of the writer, not those of the administration,
the Student Government Association or the faculty and staff of Tennessee State University.
Submission Requirements
tlTlje illeter invites submissions by all members of the Tennessee State University community.

Timeliness, clarity of thought, factual accuracy, and interest to the university community will be factors
in selecting material for publication.
All materials must adhere to the following guidelines;

a) All contributions must be typed, double- spaced (submitted on 3.5" disks and hard copy).and must include
the writer's name, telephone number and TSU P.O. Box.

b) Featured articles should not exceed 1,000 words. Opinion length should not exceed 500 words. Letter
length should not exceed 300 words.
c) Sources of factual material should be included. All claims of fact are subject to verification.

d) ®ljc iWeter reserves the right to reject letters, articles or ads without explaination, and to edit those chosen
as necessary.
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Gore/ Lieberman ticket debuts in downtown Nashville
Historic running mate choice breaks racial and religious boundaries in politics
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor

of America forever."

The vice presidential candidate, in
his introductory speech by Gore, was
hailed as a warrior for civil rights - trav
eling to the South in college to register

Vice President AI Gore hails him as

a crusader for families, saying he has "all
the experience and integrity, ... the

African-Americans to vote, and nominat

ing John Kennedy for president.
"And as I stand next to him today, I
believe we are all one step closer to truly
being one nation," Gore told the huge
crowd of supporters.

courage and commitment, and for all of

his public life...has stood for working
families."

Republicans and Democrats alike
offer praise for Gore's selection of

Vs

U.

"We both believe, with our whole
resolve, that as Americans we must make

Connecticut Sen. Joseph Lieberman as
his running mate in the race for the

real the great ideal that we are one coun
try, with a common destiny."

--White House.

At the Aug; 8"announcement at the

Gore addressed the crowd of home

War Memorial Plaza in Nashville, surg
ing heat lit a fire both under the crowd
and the emotional Lieberman, who
would make history as the first Jewish
vice president if elected.
"Dear Lord, maker of miracles,"
ASSOCIATED PRESS PHOTO
Liberman prayed, "I thank you for brin
ing me to this extraordinary moment in Vice President Al Gore announced his running mate in Nashville this

my life."

month, democratic Connecticut Senator Joseph Lieberman.

He also hailed Gore's historic

step would appeal to a larger, more

choice as a "miracle," and said the bold

diverse crowd.

family who say suicide

Lieberman thanked Gore for

Write for

Community View!
Call Hillary
Condon at 963-

was impossible
By Henderson Hill IH
Community ViewWriter

5555.
A Black youth was found

hanging from a pecan tree in
front of his red cinderblock

TSU Swimming Pool
Gentry Complex x-5610

home off a small blacktop road,
nestled in trees facing a pasture
in Kokomo, Miss.

The death of Raynard
Monday through Friday
Openswim

12-1:30pm

- wHh lapswimm'ing

Johnson, 17, on June 16, has
sparked

national

attention.

Johnson's family, particularly

- Po(^ open toallFaculty. Staff, andStudenti

his mother, believes that the
youth was murdered as a warn
ing to other Black males who

' T.S.U. ID required toenterswimming pooll

have relationships with white

Monday through Thursday
OpenRecswim

women.

• Pool availaljle forrentalsS pool parties

contact Oept of HPER, 3"ft, Gentry Complex.
• Pro^hop Items forsaleinpool office.

The family believes that

the teen's death may be con
nected somehow with the two

white, teenage girls he and
Roger, one of Johnson's older

brothers, visited days beforehis
death.

Friends and family mem
Cuirentiy aaepdng applications for life gjards *

bers contend that Johnson did
not commit suicide, because the

In the Johnson case, two

autopsies, including one com
missioned by the family found
that Johnson's injuries were
consistent with suicide.
There were no bruises or

other marks on the body, and
there was no trace of a struggle

roots of both the Gore and Lieberman
families to a mention of Lieberman's

"breaking down this barrier for the rest

Are you interested Mississippi youtb found dead,
in writing?
Rev. Jesse Jackson
Do you have
young man "had a lot to live
transportation?
joins cause to support
for."

town supporters in his introduction of his
running mate, and said that his choice
would "tear down a mighty wall of divi
sion" that exists in politics today.
The White House hopefuls also
demonstrated an appeal to the local
crowd, from speaking of rural Tennessee

granddaughter, whose name is none
other than...Tennessee.*

lynching conspiracy suspected
His family, however, had

ment.

"A hanging Black man in

Mississippi is a powerful thing
that conjures up all kinds of
images," said Joe Roy, a lawyer
at the Southern Poverty Law
Center in Montgomery, Ala., an
organization that keeps tabs on
racist groups.

refused to turn over the com

puter to anyone but the agents
from Washington, because the

family felt that the only way to
have the computer fairly exam
ined.

However, 12 state and
county agents went to the

"But it serves us no good to
label it all until the investiga

home, while Johnson's parents

tion is complete."

agents obtained the computer
from Rondel! Johnson, one of

found at the scene of his death.
Rev. Jesse Jackson, who is
a leader of the Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition, is an activist for

"I know that he didn't take
his own life," mother Maria

minority rights. Jackson has

Johnson said.

also ruled out suicide and
believes that Johnson was a vic

Johnson's older brothers.
Jackson said that

"He's dead and somebody
did it and everybody's a sus

tim of a lynching.

seizure by the county and state
officials was "gestapo-like"

pect."
Johnson's mother refuses
to add her son to the Black teen

because of the number of inves
tigators and the fact that

Raynard's parents were out of

suicide rate.

town.

Jackson has been the fami

ly's representative at news con
ferences along with their
lawyerLewis Myers, has cham

According

to

Self

were out of town.

Instead the

the

pioned prayervigilsthrough the
Marion County community of

Destruction: The Increase in

Jackson holds to the idea
that Johnson's death is a hate

the Black Teen Suicide Rate, by

crime

Kokomo, Miss.

Dara

teens

The Johnson family said

A hate crime is defined by

between the ages of 10-19

the Hate Crimes Prevention Act

that the belt found around

increased by 114 percent

as a crime in which the defen

Raynard's neck was not his

between 1980- 1999.

dant intentionally selects a vic

own, the family also argues that
the

Federal

Bureau

of

Investigation lost critical evi

dence such as an answering
machine tape.
The FBI refused to com

Cook,

Black

Columbia, Miss, investiga
tive officials seized Johnson's
computer to see if there were

any notes saved on the comput
er to shed some light on his

tim because of the actual or per
ceived race, color, national ori

gin, ethnicity, gender, gender
expression or identity, disability
or sexual orientation of any per-

death.

See "Johnson" on Page 7
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We're not in Atlanta anymore
Titans flip Super Bowl score in rematch
By Hillary S. Condon

O'Donnell, who replaced McNair in the

Community View Editor

second half..

The full moon over Adelphia
Coliseum and the 68,072 fans lit a fire

under the Tennessee Titans in a Monday
Night Football preseason match against
their Super Bowl rivals, the St. Louis
Rams.

In a stark contrast to the 23-16 Rams

win at Super Bowl XXXIV in January,
the Titans reclaimed their prowess by
pummeling the Rams 30-3.
More of the Titans' roster was

shownin the rematch, after runningback
Eddie George and quarterback Steve
McNair showed their stuff in the first
half.

Tennessee stayed on top throughout
the game, only allowing their rivals to
score a 36-yard field goal in the second
quarter. Stepping into the spotlight were
several new draft picks and free agents
for the Titans, including linebacker
Keith Bullock and tight end Erron
Kinney.
Kinney, who head coach Jeff Fisher

says is "the ideal player to coach," made
a great rookie debut, catching a 25-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback Neil

Page 1

Wf)e Meter

second half.

McNair was nursing a'sore shoulder
last week, but practiced before the game
at a training session open to Titans fans.

Are you
registered to

He said at halftime that his shoulder

felt "pretty good," and that he was still
impressed with new receiver Carl
Pickens, who proved his $20 million
worth in the preseason opener against
Kansas City.
"Carl ran some good catches, and
as a quarterback, you need to get to
him," McNair said. "You need a wide

receiver who can make tough catches,
and he has done it two weeks in a row."
While the Titans failed to make the

startlingdrivesthat nearly won the Super
Bowl, the running game and offensive
package was pleasing to the fans as well
as to the team members themselves.

"They (the offensive line) were
really knocking people back off the ball
tonight," George said.
McNair has high hopes for the

future of the Titans in preseason and in
the regular season, calling the rematch
performance "just a glimpse."

vote?
Exercise your right to
vote today... pick up a
voter registration
form in tKtje jftflEtcr
office (Kean Hall,

"There's a lot more in store," he

Suite 304) or

said.*

call Hillary S.
Condon at 963-5555.
Johnson-family still searches for answers
Continued from Page 6

Mack Charles Parker, accused of raping
a white woman, was pulled from a jail
cell, beaten and shot.

In this case, the family believes the
young man's death was intentional and

fueled by racial animosity.
This sentiment was amplified by the
epithet on a bridge near Johnson's home
that stated "Kill All Niggers."
Jackson said the slur remained for

weeks before Raynard's death.
The writing was removed, but its
sentiment still lingers in Kokomo.
"It has Emmett Till all around it,
and these questions have to be
answered," Jackson said.

Till, a 14-year-old Black youth

from Chicago. While visiting family in
AP PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

St. Louis Rams quarterback Kurt Warner (13) is sacked by Tennessee
Titans defensive end Kenny Holmes (99) in the first quarter of their pre
season game in Nashville on Monday, Aug. 14,2000.

Mississippi, he was lynched in 1955 for
whistling at a white woman.
The last lynching of a Black man in
Mississippi occurred in 1959 when

In 1999, the U.S. Department
reported that in Mississippi six total inci
dents of hate crimes were reported.
On a nationwide scale of anti-Black

murder and violent death cases, there
were 2,988 incidents, 3,805 offenses,
3,945 victims, and 3,099 known offend

ers. Sixty- one percent of the incidents
were motivated by racial bias.
Recently
the
Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition began to investigate claims
that several other mysterious deaths of
Black males within Marion County have
occurred within the last 18 months.

With the possibility that Raynard
Johnson is one of many Black men who
may have died at the hands of local
white supremacists, people have to won
der what is happening in the dark of
Mississippi.*
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Tennessee State

Publication Schedule

University

August 30
September 6
September 20

2000 Football Schedule

October 4

September 2

October 16
November 1
November 15
December 6

September 9

Alabama State
(Big John Meixitt Classic)
Adelphia Coliseum
6 p.m
North Carolina A&T
(Riverfront Classic)
Cincinnati, Ohio

January 17
January 31
February 14
February 28

noon

September 16 Jackson State
(Southern Heritage Classic)
•
Memphis, Tn.
6 p.m.
September 23 Florida A&M
(Atlanta Football Classic)

March 28

Atlanta, Ga.

April 11
April 25

4 p.m.

September 30 OPEN DATE
October 7

For submissions: All calendar items must

Eastern Illinois

Charleston, 111.
October 14

1:30 p.m.

November 2

UT-Martin

be submitted at least five (5) business days

(Homecoming 2000)

prior to the date of publication, and each adver

Adelphia Coliseum
6 p.m.
Western Kentucky
Adelphia Coliseum 1:30 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky
Richmond, Ky. 6*.30p.ni.

tisement must be submitted at least fourteen

(14) business days prior to the date of publica,tion.

October 21
October 26

Tennessee Tech University
Cookeville, Tn. 6:30 p.m.
November 11 Murray State
Murray, Ky.
1:30 p.m.
November 18

Southeast Missouri

Adelphia Coliseum 1:30 p.m.

Aw dates are subject to cbange.

Attention Freshmen!

FaU 2000

Freshmen Election Week will be held from Sept 5-8,
Applications for those interestedin running for Freshmen

Academic Schedule

representative positions will be available at the informa

September 4 - Holiday
September 7 • Opening Convocation
October 5 - Applications due in major
departments for students completing under
graduate and graduate degree requirements in
Spring 2001
October 9-14 - HomecomingWeek
October 16-20 - Midterm exam week

from courses

tion desk in the Student Center.

November 3 • Last day to withdraw
from the University
November 23-24 - Holiday
December 1 - Priority deadline for appli
cations for admission to the University for
Spring 2001
December 6 - Last day of classes

October 23 • Midterm grades due at

Tbesday, Sept 5
JnformationaJ
Wednesday, Sept. 6
Nomination Convention

December 7-15 - Final examinations

December 20 - Final grades due at noon

noon

6 p.m.

Forum

6 p.m.

Forum

Thursday, Sept 7
Ice Cream Social
Friday, Sept 8

4 p.m.

Wilson Hall

Voting

na.m.-5p.m.

Forum Lobby

November 3 • Last day to withdraw

Know your elected Student Government Association Representatives
Kamelia Shadid

Quaterris Vamer ^
Coutney L. White < •

President Christopher Berry: 963-5657

Vice President April Frazier: 963-5656/;
'a. "a

Miss Tennessee State University
Tamara S. Moore: 963-5659

{A 'f!i Student Union Board of Governors
i^,(5.Chairperson Pebblin Warren: 963-5653

f VStudent Election Commission 963-5654
•.,v
f;

.

TaraShaun Cain - Junior LaDawn Blackett - Junior

' •Kevin Gilliam II _ . '

'
Hi'

' •'

Catrina Robersori

'

N'JemeleBush

-

Brandy F. Tate
Damyon Thompson

/ Jamie Rilby (Speaker ofthe House)

Representatives-At-Large
Kweisi Johnson
Dacia Sellers

Class Representatives
Raushanah Muhammad - Senior

Shawntaz Crawford - Sophomore
Miss Senior - Candice Boatwright
Miss Junior - Adrienne Scruggs
Miss Sophomore - Brandee Waters
All representatives can be reached in
the SGA oHice, located on the second floor,
of Kean Hall in Room 217.

The House of Delegates members each-?

have mailboxes in the waiting area and may
be reached at 963-7772.
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Keys for Campus Survival
Campus Crime Prevention Tips
TSU students may report rape or assault by contacting Dr. Johnetta
Moreland, Prevention Counselor. Her.office is located in the basement of Kean
Hall, and she may also be reached at 963-5171.

In the fall semester, Dr. Moreland will offer crime prevention seminars at
various dates, times and locations to be announced.
FOR YOUR SAFETY...

-Use the buddy system. Do not walk alone.

-Have your keys in hand before you reach your vehicle.

-Never admit to a stranger, either in person or on the phone, that you are
alone.

-Keep your doors and windows locked at all times.
-Do not carry cash.

Open a bank account and use a bank card as much as porssible
-Books or book bags should never be left unattended on tables, desks,
floors, or in classrooms. Keep up with your belongings at all times.

-Place an identifying number inside the front cover of your books and per
sonal property.

Life after graduation;
How to find your future after TSU

-Register your vehicle with the TSU Police Department and properly dis
-Attend seminars on crime prevention awareness and techniques.
-Be sure to report suspicious or troublesome individuals by notifying
TSUPD at ext. 5171.

TSUPD Emergency Line 963-5171
Anonymous Tip Line 963-5200
Admissions

Campus Operator
Gracfuate Admissions
Undergraduate Admissions
Bookstore {Main campus)
Bookstore (Williams Campus)
Business Office

Loans / Receivable

Third Party
Returned Checks

Campus Tours
Testing Center
Developmental Studies
Financial Aid
Health Center

Housing
International Students

Library
Off-Campus Class Information
Records Office
Student Affairs
President's Office
Withdrawals

Residence Life/Boyd Hall

963-5101
963-5000
963-5901
963-5101
963-7511
963-7221
963-7521
963-7571
963-7580
963-7583
963-5103
963-7111
963-5521
963-5701
963-5291
963-5258
963-5639
963-5211
963-7001
963-5131
963-5621
963-7401
963-5131
963-7937

The

Career

Center

at

ing students on interviewing, and.

resume-building skills.

Tennessee State University is

play your parking decal.

available for all students interest

In addition to the one-on-one

ed in career placement after grad

counseling and career tips, the

uation, or wMle still In school.

center offers several joh a.rv4
recruitment fairs for undergradu

Counselors and placement
coordinators can assist students in

all aspects of preparing for your
careers while in college.

ate and graduate students through
out the year.
To schedule an appointment

in

with a career counselor or job

everything from internships and
part-time jobs during the summer

placement coordinator, call the

break or after classes to counsel

963-7529.-

Assistance

is

available

TSU Career Center at 963-7528 or

Residence Life/Eppse Hall
Residence Life/Hale Hall
Residence Life/Hankal HaU

Residence Life/Rudolph Hall
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence

Life/Watson Hall
Life/Wilson Hall
Life/Court Villa
Life/Heiman Street

College of Arts & Sciences
College of Business
College of Education
College of Engineering
Honors Program
Minority Student Affairs
Nursing Education
Post Office

Shuttle Service

963-7889
963-2002
963-7922
963-7903
963-7879
963-7960
963-2567
341-2496
963-5971
963-5183
963-5451
963-5401
963-5731
963-5640
963-5251
963-5246
963-5700

Student Publications/

QTlje ifBeterNewspaper

963-5652

Student Publications /
The Tennessean Yearbook
Student Government Association
Student Election Commission
TSU PoUce

963-5036
963-5655
963-5654
963-5171

)
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Clje jfttctcr
has the followine positions
open to all students

1

and all maiors:

• Staff Writers

for News, Community View, Arts & Entertainment
and Sports

• Advertising and Media Sales Assistants
(Finance or Business Majors preferred)
• Finance Writers

j

I'ji

(Finance or Business Majors preferred)

• Photographers

• Layout and Design Managers
Copy Editors

Build vour resume, make new friends and have a ereat
time working for ®he Jleter!
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Want to make a difference?

Here's how to get involved
By Hillary S. Condon

•

National

Conference

of

Community and Justice (NCCJ),
located at 210 25th Ave. North,

Community View Editor
Millions of people graduate from
colleges and universities every year, and
thousands have problems landing a job
because they did not "stand out" to

Parkview Towers, Suite 1016. CallToni
Heller at 327-1755.

employers.

A wonderful way to gain volunteer
and extra-curricular experience as well

(NAACP), located at 1308 Jefferson St.
Call Ludye N. Wallace at 329-0999.

as serve your community is to volunteer

organizations around Tennessee State

• National Organization for
Women (NOW), P.O. 12053. Call
Jessie McCurdy at 269-7141.

University that desperately need your
• Minority AIDS Outreach, locat

help.

Bmcm To ScMOOi.

• National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People

for local organizations.
Here is a list of just some of the

iooeviLL
Ladies' Name Brand Jeans...from...$4.99
Casual Shirts and Slacks...from

$2.99

Cookware...from

$1.99

Household Furnishings...from

$5.99

Aromatherapy Candles

$1.29

6-pack of Men's socks

$4.99

ed at 2128 11th Ave. North. Call Sally
• American Civil Liberties Union

Sladenberry at 391-3737.

(ACLU), P.O. Box 120160. Call Hedy
• Racial Unity and Awareness
Center, located at 10633 Concord Rd.

Weinberg at 320-7142.
• American Red Cross, located at
2201 Charlotte Ave. Call the Volunteer

in Brentwood.

Call Tim Wise at 366-

Don't miss the great

7811.

Office at 250-4300.

deals at Goodwill!

• Second Harvest Food Bank,
•

Freedon

Forum/

First

Amendment Center, located at
Vanderbill University at 1207 18th Ave.
South. Call Peggy (?) at 321-9588.

• Nashville CARES (AIDS
Outreach and Education), located at 209
10th Ave. South, Suite 160, Cummins
Station. Call Donna Bue at 259-4866.

located at 608 20th Ave. North.

Call

• Ujima House (Women's shel
ter), located in East Nashville.
Toni Buggs at 242-5297.

Call

• Nashville Peace and Justice

Center, located at 1016 18th Ave.
South. Call Marsha Lanier at 321-9066.

|«|

I

03)1742-4151.

1 ^

1

www.goodwillmldten.org

iHBVMOn

The sate ofdonated items hetps peopAs in ht^dte1
disabilities or other bam'ers to employmeni prepare for and tindjobs in the community.

•

Tying

Nashville

Together

(TNT), located at 1001 18th Ave. South.
Call Bill Barnes at 327-2625.

• Nashville Coalition Against
Racism, P.O. Box 809, Station B. Call
Miles Ridley at 883-0399.

For a Goodwill store location near you.

Denise Carter at 329-3491.

• United Methodist Restorative

Justice Ministries, located at 1308
Jefferson St. Call Harmon Wray at 329-

Student Football Ticket
Sales

2279.

All TSU Classic Football Game Tickets $10
• Urban League of Nashville,
located at 1219 9th Ave. North.

Call

Alicelene Hunter at 254-0525.*

Campus and Community Organizations
may submit calendar items to:

per ticket
Must have student ID - No exceptions!

Location: Floyd-Payne Campus Center Ticket
Office

Dates & Times:

Hillary S. Condon,
Community View editor,
m)t iHetti, at TSU P.O. Box 1246,
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.,
Nashville, Tn, 37209,
faxed to 963-5452,
or emailed to themeter@hotmail.com.

No phone calls, please.

8/24 - 8/26: 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
8/28 - 8/31: 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
9/1: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
9/5 - 9/8: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
9/11 - 9/14: 9 a.m.. - 2 p.m.
9/15: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
9/18 - 9/21: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
9/22: 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.

tKIje iHeter

freshmen and
returning
students to

Tennessee State

University.
Have a great

pray

to

God/

Oh, Heavenly
Father, keep my

Various

Artists

Shaft

(Soundtrack) 4
Sometimes collaborative efforts are
failures and other times these efforts are

water/ It's your

ning to the end.

world we yo

Eve and Jadakiss alternate game
over a tropical sounding melody, which
fits perfectly with the music video for

Yo

tryin' to get it together/ But some of us
ain't gonna see tomorrow."
Ten out of 16 tracks is not bad for a

well worth the time and money. This time

soundtrack. The next time you need musi

around, for the Shaft soundtrack, LaFace

cal variety and just time to relax, pop in

Records has proven that when you take Shaft and you'll be satisfied. Metra
the time to select the appropriate artists, Baugh

exception and well worth the brief ^mmm

Ryders

explanation.
On

the

track

Compilation

"Got It All." Later, on

Yung Wun also uses his skills to

his duty - to
represent the ATL
complete hisduty
torep

Ryders and Swizz Beatz. Please believe it.

we are exposed to a misty mix'
Mo,st fanULsies don't come
ture of the guitar and the mastnie and even if they do they
saging drips of the piano. He are told ,by a mother or father to

Ione'slove for self.

Bowl half time. Kelly
gives him a rendition of
the

brings us in from the stormy idieir child at bedtime. Kelly
and caring his woman is to him.
jbetler and better with lime.
Isaac Hayes is one who
On her sophomore CD.
needs no introduction, butplen- ^fjnor
Mirror Mirror, you can hear
ty of respect. He's the one who

Because after .self love

land literally feel her hurt, her

love?

Lyrics are created in order

to make the listener cognizant j

named Shaft.

of its deep meimings. While lis
and analyzing her |

Price

ular
Bad Man.
ular single
single "Bad
Man." This
This
trackbriefly
track briefly explains
explains the life of
of

COUKTESV OF DEF/AM RECORDS

and

love for the music husi-

emotionally and physically fatigue,

"Can't Run Away" is a mellow groovcl
Here and now in the new millennium she wrapped in the soothing sounds of guitars and!

deslinv

What awise decision! He's not
If there is anyone who seems to mtike aspconly one of the best . but his
appe,„anee on everybody's CD. it has to be
life experiences has allowed r,
..Rational .Anthem (Interlude)" reh.m to grow into abetter artist.
a subject that has been pre.senl for

Am t Gonna See Tomorrow" V. year.s: infidelity. During R. Keilv's quite

reminds us of how precious life
is and if we don't live each day as if
it were our last, we might not see the next
day. The chorus says it all: "It's bigger
than us/ It's outta my hands/ That's why I

the thumping samples of clapping hands and
stomping feet (or Note to copy editors: hand
claps and foot stomps).
In 1992, at the age of 18, Price realized that
she couldn't run away from Rolle's love or the

love of their first soon-to-be-boin child. (Tliey
now share two children).

How much will you have to pay in order to
experience Kelly Price's fairyuile? One openj

mind and one love for real, soulful R&B. Metral
Bausli

I^yde or Die Vol. II 4
Rappers from different backgrounds
havejoined together with the Ruff Ryders
to give their listeners nothing but the best,

melodically and lyrically. As you ride
through each track, you'll see that Swizz
Beatz, the sample mastermind, used his

crafty skills in order to cater to each rap
per's style.
When you think about it, the music

industry seems like a big war zone. On

"WWII," a group ofrappers had one thing
in common: They were on the Ruff

Ryder's territory. The west coast (Snoop
Dogg) , the east coast (Jadakiss) and the

gritty south (Scarface and Yung Wun) rep

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIBE MAGAZINE

Jadakiss and Eve

She

and both shore a <feep

Shaft. He sums it up at the end ^as proven that it's ablessing to be able to shed
by saying, I ma bad mother g
;md gain anew outlook on life. On
(shut your mouth)."
Holds Tomorrow" she gives us a
Of all people to have on a
ggj^ed by the Holy Spirit, as she
soundtrack LaFace had the
power to control
nerve to put Mystical on board!

can't.

Jeffery RoUe have been
united for quite a while

of Guest tening
tening tto

Appearances aka R. Kelly dis- recent
recent w
work of ail, youTl be'

Anthem

everything and every
one else falls into place.
Who can run away from

|sprit, her concerns and her
"Theme From Shaft." Now he's love.'
back to give us more precious

memories about that bad man

National

that he'll never forget ^
The key to being a true
diva is knowledge of

weather tohave a heart-to-heart Price's |life story is real, heartconversation about how loving jwarming,
tannins tind like wine it gets

piays
plays his
nis greatness on the pop-

Metra Baugh

Itime to watch the Suf>er

side his window and sees that

King

PHOTO COURTESY OFARISTA RE<^pRE>S

Kelly Price Mirror Mirror 5

Rain," Carl Thomas peers out

The

the track

"Twisted Heat," Twista and Drag-On
drag a few verses through a medium
paced beat, and end the song with a
twisted, flipped type flow over the same
beat, but with a faster tempo.

DISCuss This!:

"Summer

created the first version of the

On

head above the

sons and Yo daughters/ We strugglin'

Ruff

the demands of his officers.

"WWII" he verbally displays confi
dence and lyrical energy from the begin

children/

the outcome is implicit. This CD is an

army, who has gone above and beyond

y

Next Welcome II Nextasy 3
Attention all ladies: There is a meet

ing in Nextasy and T-Low, R.L. and
Tweety will be our speakers.
Please don't be late.

Producers KayGee and Clive Davis
are at it again with Next's sophomore CD
Welcome II Nextasy.
If Next had the courage to tell the
ladies that they had that "Butta Love"
{Rated Next, 1997), then surely they have
the every right to ask the ladies to be their
"Wifey" in the year 2000. This up-tempo
party sing will have the club rocking from
side lo side.

Like most of the other millennium

artists, they switched their style on ^ few
tracks in order to make it sound more
futuristic.

Next utilizes computer jargon on
"Cybersex." They seduce the ladies' sens

es by asldng, "Sit on my laptop/ Push all
my buttons/ Baby please don't stop/
Download all over me/ Let me see enter

your Internet/ Dial me up, it's time for
cybersex." This was one of the most
impressive slow cuts on this CD.
Another talk piece is "Banned From
TV," which puts emphasis on various

problems within relationships including
faithfulness. Now what would you do if
you caught your lover with another? Well,
Next give us a series of answers.
"Beauty Queen" addresses female

- on the track "Ryde or Die Boyz" (featur
ingLarsiny) and"Stomp" (featuring Trick

self-respect. This is a brief story about

Daddy).

beautiful women who decide to scar their

"Stomp," is an explosive track that'll

image by falling victim to many of soci

have pep rallies worldwide hype for days.
Its fast Shut-Up-type beat unsurprisingly

ety's deadly, addictive luxuries.
At the end, Next flips the mood on

should be included on Tennessee State

"Oh, No ,No" bytrying a raggae sounding

University's band play list.

tune. It's worth listening to the whole

Throughout the CD we are reminded

of Swizzand his ability to create melodies

which urge all listeners to do nothing but

track because at the end an extra track
reminds us about the freak in Next.

Today it's all about what you say and

dance. On selected tracks, he received

how you say it. T-Low, R.L. and Tweety

production

took us to the Next level. Metra Baugh

assistance

from Teflon,

Mahogany, P. Killer Trackz, and TJ Beatz.
Another must-hear track is DMX's

resented their stomping grounds, leaving a "TheGreat"... need we say more?
It's always better the second time
lasting impression onthe beginning of the
around
and the same is true for the Ruff
CD. Yung Wun isa new soldier in the rap
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92Q's 19th Annual Slamma Jamma hits sweltering Gentry Center
Timbaland, Jessica, Ying Yang Twins and Kandi just part of slammin' summer lineup
rugged-and-raw-type guys, but their

By Metra Baugh

vocals told us what and who they were

Arts and Entertainment Editor

looking for.

Sweaty towels took flight, women
went crazy, and the men were teased at
92Q's 19th Annual Slamma Jamma con
cert at Tennessee State University's
Gentry Center, on Aug. 19.
Promptly at 7:00 p.m.. Ruff Endz

took stage and she introduced herself and
vocals. Everyone danced to her familiar
debut, single, "Get Up." This Chicago

(pavinch and Chi) dominated the stage

night with the other artists as well.

Restless Record's R&B artist Jessica
relaxed the crowd with her soulful
native wore a denim two-piece suit,
which seemed to be a popular fabric that

with their debut-hit single "No More."
With gritty, soulful vocals, this duo
caressed the ladies' hearts and pleased
their desires with their perfectly toned

Her strong vocals reflected her roots
in the church at the House of Prayer
Church of God in Christ as a choir mem
ber.

bodies.

Jessica told
ifleter, "The audi
ence was very cool, very young, very
new to it, so with the respect that I got I

Next up was a local female rapper
who had the tough lyrics and the lady
like attire, which were obviously influ
enced by the likes of Eve, MC Lyte, and

wasn't expecting that. So it was definite
ly off the hook to me."

Lir Kim.

PHOTO BY METRA BAUGH

In between each act, the audience

was entertained by the familiar energy of Swerve takes the stage at TSU's Gentry Center.
ly a group named Swerve (on the Fly! their debut performance in Nashville
92Q's various radio personalities.
Atlanta gives the music industry so Entertainment record label) decided to with their first single, "Cristal." Their
take a stab at the R&B arena.
denim-dominated outfits gave the
much to vibe off of and even more to
During
the
concert.
Swerve
made
impression that they were the rufflook forward to in the future. Just recent-

On her debut album she collaborated

with Kelly Price and Deborah Cox.
The energy didn't stop there because
when the Ying Yang Twins took the spot
light all crowd members "twurked" until
See "Slamma" on Page 15

The Director's Chair:

Sizziing Summer Movie Reviews
es of madman Sean Ambrose (Dougray
Scott).

Ambrose has in his possession a

^hairJ/(

deadly disease worth millions but in
order for Hunt to retrieve it, he will need
the help of a clever thief by the name of
Nyah Hall (Thandie Newton).
It's a race to the finish line in this

action flick that is packed with great
stunts and action sequences. Cruise and
Newton were also a great pair to watch
on screen because of their chemistry.
Ml:2

is a must see before the sum

mer's end.

NutXy Professor II: The Klumps

Eddie, Eddie, Eddie has done it

of the best action flicks this summer.

again...and this time he's brought the
whole family. Eddie Murphy is back as
Professor Sherman Klump in this hit
sequel.
In the film, Klump is engaged to
Denise Gaines (Janet Jackson) who has
invented a youth serum that can turn back
time temporarily, restoring one's youthfulness again.
But when his alter-ego Buddy Love
shows up, he tries his best to get his
hands on the revolutionary serum, ruin

Ethan Hunt (Cruise) is on another mis

Shemian!s relationship with Denise and

By Sparkle Davis
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Mission Impossible 2
A
Tom Cruise is back in what was one

sion....saving the world from evil clutch

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Eddie Murphyand Janet Jackson share quite a few laughs in Nutty
Professor II: The Klumps.

has a bit of a rendezvous with the rela-

questions, then a dose of The Klumps is

tions -giver Granny Klump.

what you need.

So does Love get his hands on the

serum? Will Sherman marry Denise?
Will Granny Klump stop having rela-

•
Umm good.4 questmns.

Qone
in Sixty
Sixtv Seconds
SoCOndS
Gone in
Randall
"Memphis"
Randall
"Memphis"
(Nicholas
his Raines
(Nicholas Cage)
Cage) abandoned
abandoned his
life of

If you re looking for agood, whole- erime,
his younger
crime, but
but when
when his
younger

some comedy and the answer to those

See "Summer" on Page 15

brother
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Slamma Jamma showcases industry's best
Continued from page 14

Clje Jleter

it hurl. Also from Atlanta, these young men
deserved all of the cheers and chants that

is looking for talented,

night. The Twins are no strangers to
Nashville. They made themselves right at
home with performances of a few tracks

interested Arts &
Entertainment Writers.

from their debut CD {Thug WalkiiT) and
their hit single "Whistle While You
Twurk."

Most DJs aren't mentioned as much as

the artists, but that downfall doesn't stop
them from creating what amazes the

crowds over and over again, which is spin

'i

ning and smoking the wheels of steel.

Call Metra Baugh or^

DJ Scientist, who accompanied the

Ying Yang Twinz, grabbed the spotlight
and didn't let it go until he was finished

slicing, dicing, andsauteing the turntables.
He scratched forwards, backwards, and
even with his feet while doing a handstand.
DJ Scientist was breathtaking.

During her time away from producing
with Shekspear, Kandi found the time to
stop by Nashville to performat the concert
and to plug her self-titled solo debut CD.

She showed wonderful stage presence as

Sparkle Davis at 9635555

PHOTO BY METRA BAUGH

Timbaland cruises the audience and

the floor beforehitting the stage.

for more information.

supposed to be putting out a greatest hits
album I think in the winter time."

With hits like "Don't Think I'm Not,"

irl

which she performed at the concert. Kandi

is sure to make money for both efforts.
Do you know your country grammar?
Some of you probably do now because
Nelly gave a brief lesson at the concert
when he performed hits like

and

"Country Grammar (Hot

His

Summer Movies: Does your
favorite sizzle or fizzle?
IContinued from page 14

entorauge assisted him with a little bit of

St. Louis' moves and energy.
The St. Lunatics might have showed
Nashville how to move, but Timbaland and

Magoo showed Nashville how to party.
From "Up Jumps the Boogie" and "Luv to

Luv Ya" all the way to "The Candy Store,"
Tim and Magoo had the crowd and securi
ty up on their toes. Magoo remained calm,

cool and. at times, explosive while Tim
decided to tease the young women in the
crowd. Later on stage Tim cooled down
with a splash of water from his water bot
tle, but that just made the ladies coo-coo
for Tim and Magoo.
During a heart-to-heart conversation

with Che jSH^ter,

(Giovanni Ribisi) tries to follow in his
footsteps and becomes overwhelmed
in the high stakes of automobile theft

it is up to Memphis to bail him out.

This film had some good action
sequences but lack a plot. One minute
they were driving a car the next some
one was either getting killed or arrest
ed. Pretty confusing movie, but it will
do great on the rental shelves.

So in order to save him, he takes

on one last death-defying heist. A for
mer car thief legend, there was never

Other Summer Hits

a fancy lock or alarm that could stop
him. If the car was there, it was gone

What Lies Beneath
Scary Movie
Hollow Man
Kings of Comedy

in 60 seconds.

B
A
C

B

T

Magoo gave aspiring

artist this piece of advice: "Stay in school.
First get a high school diploma," he said.
"If you can go to college, go to college
[and] get you a degree just in case the
music thang don't work out cause you
need to know how to count in this busi
ness."

He also talked about some future col

laborations including, "Jay-Z, Twista and
PHOTO BY METRA BAUGH

Jessica showcases her talents on the
Gentry stage.
she joined in with her dancers at times, but
most importantly she hasn't lost her strong
vocals, which made her a favorite during
her days with Xscape. Kandi let
ifileter
in on a little secret. She said, "The label is

various other artists, but not a whole bunch

of other people besides just in-house."
Sure the concert brought in about
7,800 people, but it brought some of the
music industry's most loved performers as
well. To sum it all up Magoo told Cljc
ilUcter, "I think that the fans were off the

hook," he said. "I like the people here.
They're real friendly around here."*

PHOTO COURTESY OF BUENA VISTA PICTURES

Angelina JoHe (left) and Nicholas Cage play a pair of speedy car
thieves in the summer hit Gone in Sixty Seconds.
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